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Understanding Help Seeking for Chronic Joint Pain: Implications for Providing Supported Self-Management

Andrew Morden¹, Clare Jinks¹, and Bie Nio Ong¹

Abstract
Osteoarthritis-related joint pain is prevalent and potentially disabling. United Kingdom clinical guidelines suggest that patients should be supported to self-manage in primary care settings. However, the processes and mechanisms that influence patient consultation decisions for joint pain are not comprehensively understood. We recruited participants (N = 22) from an existing longitudinal survey to take part in in-depth interviews and a diary study. We found that consultation decisions and illness actions were ongoing social processes. The need for and benefits of consulting were weighed against the value of consuming the time of a professional who was considered an expert. We suggest that how general practitioners manage consultations influences patient actions and is part of a broader process of defining the utility and moral worth of consulting. Recognizing these factors will improve self-management support and consultation outcomes.
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It has been estimated that up to 8.5 million people in the United Kingdom could be affected by chronic joint pain that can be attributed to osteoarthritis (Arthritis Care, 2012). Osteoarthritis (OA) has been described as a serious and life-altering joint disease which causes pain and disability, impacts on quality of life, interferes with work productivity, results in joint replacement, and generates inordinate socioeconomic costs worldwide (Lubar et al., 2010). United Kingdom policymakers advocated that to address the personal impact and cost to the state, encouraging self-management of OA should be central to interventions and best practice in primary care (Department of Health [DoH], 2006).

The National Institute of Clinical Excellence (NICE) provided guidelines to outline core recommended treatments for OA: information provision and advice, aerobic and local strengthening exercises, and weight loss if overweight or obese. They also recommended a number of adjunctive treatments such as the use of transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) machines, supports, or other aids and devices (NICE, 2008).

Different groups of people have attached different meanings to the concept of self-management. Kendall and Rogers (2007) highlighted that the professional interpretation of self-management often focused on patients managing symptoms and complying with medical routines. For patients, lay self-management is the process of managing self, social relationships, symptoms, and medical routines (Kendall & Rogers). Thus, it has been argued that self-management support should draw on patient experiences and existing strategies and concerns when offering biomedically oriented advice as appropriate (Kennedy, Rogers, & Bower, 2007; NICE, 2008).

Researchers have suggested that lay joint pain self-management takes the form of deploying strategies to continue valued everyday activities (Grime, Richardson, & Ong, 2010; Morden, Jinks, & Ong, 2011; Ong, Jinks, & Morden, 2011). Conversely, other evidence has suggested that some patients could require additional biomedically oriented help and support if they struggle to remain active or need help to lose weight (Holden, Nicholls, Young, Hay, & Foster, 2012; Morden, Jinks, & Ong, 2013; Pouli, Das Nair, Lincoln, & Walsh, 2013).

Policies and guidelines that promote the provision of supported self-management implicitly suggest that patients will consult. This assumption is not unproblematic, and we
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discuss the reasons for this below. We contend that there is a need to differentiate between research that has reported lay activities of self-management (Morden et al., 2011; Ong et al., 2011) and the related, but discrete activity of help seeking. We do so to provide a rounded perspective of how health services can help provide supported self-management if and when patients require additional help, support, and advice.

From the perspective of the patient with joint pain, two factors have inhibited the promotion of self-management in primary care settings. First, people have not always sought help for their joint pain when they experienced symptoms (Bedson, Mottram, Thomas, & Peat, 2007). Research has found that lay people hold socioculturally situated understandings that joint pain is related to aging or a biographically situated process of “wear and tear” associated with use of the joint (Busby, Williams, & Rogers, 1997; Grime et al., 2010; Sanders, Donovan, & Dieppe, 2002). Therefore, joint pain has not been thought of as a disease or illness that automatically needs treatment (Gignac et al., 2006; Jinks, Ong, & Richardson, 2007; Sanders et al., 2002). Additionally, decisions to consult have been based on subjective definitions of normal and abnormal symptoms (Grime et al.).

Furthermore, researchers have suggested that patients worry about “bothering” their general practitioner (GP) by consulting for joint pain (Mann & Gooberman-Hill, 2011, p. 966). People with joint pain have positioned other people’s serious (usually life-threatening) conditions as more in need of medical care; this then contributed to people deciding not to consult (Jinks et al., 2007). Moreover, people hold preformed beliefs about what medicine can offer if they were to consult for joint pain for the first time. Researchers have found that patients think GPs have a limited repertoire of treatments (Jinks et al., 2007; Sanders et al., 2002), a view that stems from stories shared within social networks (Maly & Krupa, 2007). In some cases lay understandings of OA have resulted in delays to treatment and a reduction in potential therapeutic and preventive benefits from self-management interventions (Sanders et al.).

Second, and overlapping with the above, health care professionals have acknowledged that guidelines for OA management are often not implemented and that patients with OA are not managed optimally (Mann & Gooberman-Hill, 2011). Related to this, people with a history of consulting their GP for joint pain have indicated ambivalence about reconsulting because they thought that they were not offered constructive advice. People perceived joint pain to be attributed to wear and tear or natural aging, were offered mostly pharmacological treatments (which patients were not always happy to take), or thought that the GP could offer little in the way of effective treatment or cure (Gignac et al., 2006; Jinks et al., 2007). Consequently, patients have interpreted that joint pain is an unimportant condition and that little can be done medically (Busby et al., 1997; Gignac et al.; Jinks et al., 2007; Maly & Krupa, 2007; Sanders et al., 2002).

Although previous research findings offered insights into why people had or had not chosen to consult or reconsult, a comprehensive theoretical framework for understanding help seeking for OA-related joint pain has not been developed (Busby et al., 1997; Gignac et al., 2006; Grime et al., 2010; Jinks et al., 2007; Mann & Gooberman-Hill, 2011; Sanders et al., 2002). Noting Calnan, Wainwright, O’Neil, Winterbottom, and Watkins’ (2007) suggestion that illness actions tend to be under-theorized, we have drawn on a study exploring patients’ self-management strategies and report on emergent findings relating to consultation decisions. We have explored people’s justifications for new consultations with their GP for joint pain and the effect of these on patients’ future likelihood of consultation.

We make an empirical and theoretical contribution to the field and suggest that help seeking for joint pain needs to be understood as a complex process (Biddle, Donovan, Sharp, & Gunnell, 2007; Calnan et al., 2007). We contend that particular attention needs to be paid to how people perceive the role of the GP and the moral discourses surrounding appropriate use of health services. Thus, we argue that understanding help seeking (either new or follow-up consultations) needs to be set against the dynamic interplay of individual meaning making, knowledge gained from social networks, relationships with health providers, and wider sociopolitical discourses. Taken together, these factors underpin a process of defining the utility and moral worth of consulting, and we suggest a theoretical framework for understanding decision making about help seeking. Finally, we outline how our findings have relevance to proposals to embed proposed systematic approaches to OA care into primary care settings (DoH, 2006; Porcheret, Healey, & Dziedzic, 2011).

Methods

Drawing From Grounded Theory

We conducted the study using some of the principles of grounded theory. Grounded theory was originally developed by Glaser and Strauss (1967), who required a rigorous model of analysis for qualitative researchers. The analytical practice of grounded theory involves repeated comparisons of transcripts by inductively closely coding data, focused recoding to organize initial codes and themes more conceptually, memo writing to aid the generation of themes and concepts, and ultimately development of a core theory or concept grounded in data. The process of constant comparison ensures continuity of
coding, strength of interpretation and categorization, and theory building (Charmaz, 2006; Glaser & Straus).

Sampling and data collection in a grounded theory study are cyclical and intertwined. Sampling is distinguished between initial sampling, or the people who are identified as key to understanding the topic of investigation, and theoretical sampling. In other words, once preceding batches of data have been collected and analyzed, researchers will sample for participants to explore what might not be answered in earlier rounds of data collection; thus, the sampling strategy is theoretical. The goal of theoretical sampling is to ensure that emergent categories or themes are saturated and are thus robust (Charmaz, 2006; Glaser & Straus, 1967).

Competing derivatives of grounded theory have been developed in which the proponents differed in their stance regarding what constitutes appropriate use of the method (Charmaz, 2006). Charmaz argued that the procedural steps of grounded theory are a set of “principles and practices” (p. 9) that should be used flexibly to suit the circumstances and needs of individual research projects. Equally, she also emphasized the value of work that only uses “specific aspects of the approach” (p. 9).

Layder (1998) critiqued grounded theory for not incorporating previous knowledge and research. The focus on generating theory grounded in data excludes what has gone before, thus bracketing off useful opportunities to explore theoretical and empirical tensions (Layder). We followed the stance of Charmaz (2006) and used elements of grounded theory methodology to suit the nature of our study and the constraints we faced with regard to sampling (discussed in more detail below). We also followed Layder, remained alive to emergent findings, and tested findings against existing theories and ideas. Below we detail how we employed some of the principles of grounded theory in our study.

Sample and Recruitment

We report on findings that emerged from a study in which we investigated (a) whether nonconsulting people with knee joint pain engaged in any self-management; and (b) what factors promoted or inhibited self-management. We initially focused on this group because the knee is the most commonly affected joint site (Jinks et al., 2011) and there is evidence that people who do not consult their GP for joint pain are less likely to self-manage their knee pain (Jinks et al., 2007). We identified potential participants from respondents (N = 567) to a preexisting, separately funded, longitudinal survey of joint pain sufferers aged 50+ in the west Midlands region of the United Kingdom (Thomas et al., 2004). Potential recruits were identified using self-reported information collected in the survey questionnaire. Our sampling criteria included those who had not consulted for knee pain within the previous year and who indicated that they suffered from moderate or severe pain, based on self-completion of the Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index (Bellamy, 1996).

Finally, only those who had ticked a box on the questionnaire giving consent to be contacted about future studies were included in our sample frame; none of the survey participants had requested not to be contacted. We sent 112 out of the original 567 people who met our sampling criteria an invitation letter and information sheet about this study. The reality of contemporary research funding, research governance, and ethical regulation has often precluded undertaking lengthy theoretical collection of data (Barbour, 2001; Charmaz, 2006). This was the case in our study, and because of funding and resource constraints we could not undertake longitudinal theoretical sampling. Although we did not undertake theoretical sampling, we did, however, tailor questions and topics as an ongoing process of analysis and conducted interviews and diary studies in batches. This was a limitation of the study, and we offer additional reflections in the discussion.

Our final sample featured 22 participants who took part in the study (13 women, 9 men), with ages ranging from 56 to 90 years (mean = 66). We initially sampled for knee pain, but participants often had pain in multiple joint sites, which is common (Peat, Thomas, Wilkie, & Croft, 2006), and this was reflected in the final sample and findings. As the study progressed, two categories emerged from our data. Because we could identify only participants who had not consulted within the past year, 13 participants had visited their GP previously for chronic knee pain or other joint complaints, such as hip pain or hand pain; this group formed a consulting category. The remaining 9 participants had not consulted for musculoskeletal conditions at all and formed a nonconsultor category.

Data Collection

Prior to interviews taking place, written informed consent to participate and be audio recorded was obtained from participants. We obtained ethical approval from the local branch of a United Kingdom research ethics committee, and we worked to the principles laid out in the British Sociological Association’s (2002) code of ethical conduct. We collected data in three stages. First, participants were interviewed using a semistructured approach. A topic guide was used during baseline interviews (all interviews were conducted by the first author) to prompt discussion about the participants’ history and understandings of knee pain, their use of self-management, any previous consultations for joint pain, why they might start a new consultation for joint pain, and their expectations of consultations.
Second, we offered participants the opportunity to take part in a diary study for the 6 months following the baseline interview. Using diary methods allowed access to real-time accounts of daily life and managing illness rather than retrospective accounts provided by interviews (Milligan, Bingley, & Gatrell, 2005). Furthermore, insights into the ebbs and flows of illness experience and the strategies used by participants were obtained from completed diaries. Diaries also elicited everyday activities and events that could not be obtained in an in-depth interview. Material from the diaries helped guide conversations in the follow-up interviews (Milligan et al., 2005). Participants completed a diary for 1 week of their choosing each month for 6 months. Prompts were included with the diary which offered suggestions and direction to participants. Diaries were posted back to the researchers each month. Finally, we conducted a follow-up interview at 6 months.

Undertaking a follow-up interview offered the opportunity to gain greater depth of understanding and insights into the changing circumstances of participants (Murray et al., 2009) and complemented the use of a diary study (Milligan et al., 2005). We designed follow-up interviews after analysis of the baseline interviews and completed diaries to explore themes that emerged in more detail and to fill in gaps in knowledge. Data were collected between December 2008 and August 2009. Baseline and follow-up interviews were conducted in participants’ homes and lasted between .5 and 1.5 hours.

Saturation, in terms of being able to theoretically sample for different groups or cases and collect additional data, was not reached because of the constraints we operated under. However, interviews were conducted in batches to allow continuous coding and exploration of themes and topics that emerged. Not all of the participants took part in all stages of our fieldwork. Six participants (4 men, 2 women) participated in baseline interviews only; 1 woman completed a baseline interview and the diary study; 6 participants took part in baseline and follow-up interviews (3 men, 3 women); and 9 participants (2 men, 7 women) participated in baseline interviews, the diary study, and follow-up interviews.

Analysis

In line with the principles of grounded theory (Charmaz, 2006), we undertook initial close coding of interviews. Comparisons were made between the interviews to identify similarities and account for them. Initial codes were consolidated and developed into broader unifying themes. For example, we created initial codes relating to what patients thought would happen during consultations. These included “probable unwanted operation referral,” “offering only painkillers,” “would be dismissed with medications,” and “painkillers or nothing.”

In turn, we clustered the codes under the broader unifying theme of “perceptions of a limited repertoire for joint pain treatment.” Initial codes and themes were applied to diaries and follow-up interviews and corroborated or altered accordingly via the process of constant comparison. We also compared for changes in participants’ experiences or views on topics at different time points. This process was strengthened because we all undertook separate analysis, followed by team discussions to arrive at agreement regarding coding and interpretation (Green & Thorogood, 2004).

We maintained an audit trail of coding and recoding decisions. Memo writing helped to link conceptual thinking, coding, and recoding to the audit trail. During analysis we noted the overlap between themes and the cyclical nature of accounts of consulting. We arrived at a core concept of “defining the utility and moral worth of consulting”; we detail how we developed this concept at the end of the analysis section. Moreover, rather than solely attempting to identify a theory grounded in data, themes and the core concept were compared against existing theory and research findings (Layder, 1998) to help reach or reinforce a higher level of understanding. In the following section we report the conceptual themes we identified (and how they interconnect) before moving on to the discussion and using theory and previous research findings to help define the conceptual insight gained from the study.

Results

In this article we focus on people’s decisions about whether or not to consult a GP for their knee pain. Findings related to the everyday lay activity of self-management are reported elsewhere (Morden et al., 2011; Ong et al., 2011). Participants’ reasons for nonconsultation were multifactorial and overlapping; they included individual, organizational, and cultural elements. Our presentation of the research findings distinguishes between participants who had not previously consulted for knee pain or other musculoskeletal conditions and those who had. In doing so we highlight how people’s meaning making and reasoning about illness, what could be offered by health services, and the role of the GP were influenced by ongoing engagement with social contacts, health care, and broader societal discourses. In short, help seeking and illness actions were part of a complex and dynamic process.

Perceptions of a Limited Repertoire for Joint Pain Treatment

Participants with no history of consulting their GP for joint pain expressed that they thought the GP had little to offer them for pain over and above what they could do for
themselves. One participant, a 90-year-old man, thought that consulting was pointless, stating, “Well, I come to the conclusion that they cannot do anything about it, unless I have an operation, you know. And I am a bit too old for that now.” He contextualized his statement against the consultation experiences of his friends and family who had been offered surgery. In the main, it appeared that being prescribed pain medications was interpreted as the only option for pain because this was what friends or family were offered when they consulted.

This influenced nonconsultation in one of two ways. First, participants discussed how using pain medications would not be effective or that they could be easily obtained without recourse to the GP. One participant, a 73-year-old man, framed his assertion against the experience of his wife, who had been prescribed easily procured pain medications by her GP for joint pain. He contended that seeing the GP would be ineffectual, and stated, “Painkillers are not doing anything at all. And that is all he would give me, you see.”

Second, pain medications were deemed undesirable because of side effects and negative interactions with other drugs. Participants did not think this would be a particularly helpful use of time and resources. A retired man (who also suffered from a heart condition that required a regimen of medications) commented,

Because I do not think he can do anything about it for me. They will just give you tablets, and I just do not like taking tablets. There are too many side effects with half of them. So, I just get on with it as long as I can cope. That’s it.

Again, the perception that pain medications were the only option was influenced by the experiences of family and friends. A subjective assessment of the ability to continue with usual valued activities (cope) when living with normal or accepted pain was set against the relative effectiveness or hazards of pain medications. This framed nonconsulters’ cost–benefit calculation of the utility of visiting a GP. Participants who had consulted indicated that they, too, had held similar reservations about the utility of consulting before they made the decision to do so.

**Normal Symptoms, Disruption, and Consulting Behavior**

Analysis revealed congruence between the accounts of consulters and nonconsulters regarding the role of symptoms and disruption influencing the decision to consult. One retired 71-year-old woman who had not consulted suggested that pain changing or intensifying, changes in self-management’s effectiveness, or mobility becoming impaired would be drivers to consult:

So it must not have been so bad to stop me from walking, but just to walk through it. No, I never saw the doctor about it. I am not saying I will not have to in future if it gets much worse, but it has got to keep me awake.

For individuals who had consulted, triggers mirrored the projected rationales of nonconsulters. These revolved around the onset of usually severe, unusual symptoms after a period of normal, expected joint pain. One example is a participant who worked part time providing care services for older adults. An unusual new development occurred when she was “washing a lady’s feet one day.” She experienced a sharp pain in her knee and could not straighten it. The incident triggered a consultation: “That day I had to ring me son to come and bring me home because it just would not unbend. It did the following morning. That was when I went up to see [Dr. Y].”

A man described how he had consulted with his GP for knee pain because of an accident that occurred doing his manual laboring job. This meant that his pain had become more severe than usual. Thus, the changed severity and the impact on his daily life beyond what he accepted as normal made him consult: “I have had to go to the doctors. I have been on ibuprofen so as I can sleep because I do not sleep now.” Thus, abnormal pain and disruptive symptoms made him consult and use what he considered to be strong prescription pain medications, which he had been averse to previously.

The reasons why people elected to consult mirrored what would make those who had not consulted see their GP. Participants made contextual judgments of normal symptoms and consulted when interference in normal life had become an issue. Thus, it was not deemed something that immediately warranted consultation until a process of self-treatments, adaptations (reported elsewhere; see Morden et al., 2011; Ong et al., 2011), and insufferable flare-ups (and associative social disruption) had occurred. However, consulting was framed and traded off against people’s views of the GP’s role and concerns about the judicious use of health care.

**Not Bothering the Busy GP**

Nonconsulting participants undertook a cost–benefit analysis in relation to help seeking. This was also influenced by the organizational context of general practice, perceptions of the GP being an expert, and making appropriate choices about consulting. For a small number of participants, usually those still in employment, the organization of general practice meant it was difficult to get appointments that suited them. One woman, who worked in a professional position, noted, “To be honest, it is a bind going to doctors because you cannot get an immediate appointment. You have got to go for open surgery...
[walk-in consultation], and you sit and wait, and they fit you in when they can.”

More pertinently, participants depicted GP time to be something precious which could be shortened by excessive patient demand; for example, “GPs are busy, and I do not want to bother them.” Thus, knee pain was defined as something that did not require patients to ask for the GP’s time, especially because the GP would offer pain medications, which patients could easily obtain. This acted as an individual rationing device and shaped what the participants considered sufficiently serious to warrant consultation and take up valuable GP time. This was not confined to just nonconsulters, and we return to the example of consultants below. In the following sections we focus on the experiences of those who had consulted their GP and the likelihood of them consulting again. We do this to map out the process of consultation decision making at varying stages of the patient journey.

An Untreatable and Unimportant Condition

Few participants described the outcome of previous consultations positively. GPs had sometimes referred patients for testing or to specialist services. Referral was satisfactory in some cases and offered reassurance, but for many patients it achieved little and acted as a disposal device (May et al., 2004). More commonly, participants reported being offered an explanation of joint pain being a degenerative process or age-related. For example, one participant detailed how “Dr. Z said it was just through wear and tear and there was not a lot we could do about it.” Another participant reported, “Well, they just say it is your age, wear and tear, and take these tablets.” Consequently, participants interpreted that little could be done for their complaint.

Another example was given by a 58-year-old man who worked as a mechanical engineer and had long-standing problems with hip and knee pain. He had consulted his GP because pain was interfering with his work, which required being able to climb up ladders and maneuver to look at faulty equipment:

When I asked the local GP about it he indicated that it was possibly that I’d got arthritis in the right knee as well. I asked whether there was anything that could be done and the answer was, “Do not think so.”

When the interviewer inquired whether he had received additional information, advice, or support, he replied, “One hundred percent no.” People concluded that it was pointless consulting because “[it] really seems to be an area where it is solely left to the individual. You know, my experience over the years has been that it is up to the individual.” The experiences of patients in our sample who chose to consult served to reinforce existing perceptions about the utility of going to see the GP, or added an extra disincentive to seek help in the future. Consequently, one participant, a 64-year-old woman, suggested that such an outcome “[just] makes you feel as if you might as well have not bothered to go.” This ultimately meant that these participants had become very reluctant to seek help in the future because of the perceived relative unimportance GPs attributed to the condition and the lack of options offered. Arguably, participants who had not consulted at the time of interview but who chose to in the future would reach similar conclusions.

Consultations Reinforcing Not Bothering the Busy, “Expert” GP

The outcomes of consultations had a bearing on how patients positioned GPs in terms of expertise and trust-worthiness. Participants either lost faith in the GP and sometimes questioned their expertise, or they depicted GPs as experts who were short of time. Both perspectives shaped the reluctance of patients to consult for joint pain in the future. Two participants expressed particular disenchantment because of their experiences.

The aforementioned man who had knee and hip pain that interfered with his work argued that going beyond the GP was required to deal with joint pain. His argument was contextualized against his extensive contact with consultant surgeons about eventual hip surgery. He said, “I think I would honestly say, without being detrimental to the GP, they are what they say. They are a general practitioner.” A woman was dubious about her designated GP rather than about all clinicians. She detailed how her disenchantment related to her husband passing away:

I do not think the doctor helps, no. He just says, “Wear and tear, age, go away and wait!” I have not got much faith in my doctor. I ought to change him, really. When he told me, when my husband had got seven cancers on the brain and he told me he was depressed, you lose all faith.

In the case of these patients, they had become extremely reluctant to reconsult because the trust and faith in the expertise of all or individual GPs had been undermined. However, despite patients thinking that little could be done for joint pain, the remainder of those who had previously sought help maintained a view that GPs are experts, which was similar to the view of those who had not consulted. Furthermore, they also invoked the everyday organizational and resource constraints applicable to general practice. In other words, participants suggested that GP time should not be wasted and that consultations should be reserved for “real” clinical problems. One man considered everyday knee pain sufficiently routine to ask the
The perception of limited treatment options was influ-
enced by the experiences of family and friends (Maly &
Krupa, 2007). Consequently, if people thought that they
could cope with what they deemed “normal” pain (Grime
et al., 2010) and avoid using pain medications, then they
would be inappropriate to consume the time of a hard-
pressed GP with a condition which is trivial.

During the process of analysis, we compared how
themes related to one another conceptually and in terms
of temporality, sequence of events, and causality. The
themes we detail did not exist in isolation from one other
in relation to people’s accounts. We realized that the
themes detailed two concepts: utility and morality in
relation to consulting. Furthermore, we recognized that
collectively they revealed a series of intertwined, longi-
tudinal, and cumulative actions and events. In other
words, they painted a picture of individual agency set
among ongoing, interlinked social processes that
revealed a dynamic set of tensions which framed help
seeking. If these factors are taken together, we suggest
that the temporal interconnections between themes detail
how participants engaged in an ongoing process of defin-
ing the utility and moral worth of consulting.

Discussion

We have situated the themes and the core concept against
existing sociological literature. We have done this to rein-
force the salience of a dynamic process (Calnan et al.,
2007) of defining the utility and moral worth of consult-
ing to explain illness actions in relation to joint pain.
Sociologists have suggested that networks or social rela-
tionships with peers, relatives, or cultural groups mediate
beliefs about possible treatments for illness (Biddle et al.,
2007; Young, 2004). Participants who had not consulted
previously with their GP for joint pain outlined how they
thought that the GP would not be able to offer much help
and would only provide a limited repertoire of treatments
(Jinks et al., 2007; Maly & Krupa, 2007). This initially
dissuaded participants from consulting because they
deemed that it would be a waste of time, that only pain
medications would be offered (which were easily obtain-
able anyway), or that treatments would have unpleasant
side effects (Pound et al., 2005).

The perception of limited treatment options was influ-
cenced by the experiences of family and friends (Maly &
Krupa, 2007). Consequently, if people thought that they
could cope with what they deemed “normal” pain (Grime
et al., 2010) and avoid using pain medications, then they

Arriving at a Core Concept: Defining the Utility
and Moral Worth of Consulting

The themes we identified during analysis revealed that
deciding to consult involved weighing the potential out-
comes of consultations; the effectiveness of existing
strategies; the influence of unusual symptoms and disrupt-
sions in daily life; worries about taking up valuable GP
time; the outcome of previous consultations positioning
joint pain as unimportant; and the impression that it
would be inappropriate to consume the time of a hard-
pressed GP with a condition which is trivial.

This selective approach to consultation was described
by many participants, with the pharmacist being the first
port of call for pain relief (such as gels or over-the-counter
medication). Another participant, a retired 66-year-old
woman, suggested that dealing with problems relating to
knee pain was something outside of the remit of GPs.
This, in part, was because of previous experience of con-
sulting. She asserted, “No, basically, common sense isn’t
it, er, doctors are always very busy. I mean you’re limited
to five minutes when you go in.” Participants were reluc-
tant to bother the doctor again because previous consulta-
tions engendered the idea that only limited medical
treatments and advice were available.

One woman’s observation about joint pain was situ-
ated against the number of tests (monitoring) and treat-
ments she had received for other chronic conditions
such as diabetes, asthma, and cholesterol. Consequently,
she positioned other conditions to be more worthy of
limited practitioner time and intimated it would be
inappropriate to reconsult: “I do not know what to do
any more. And as I say, I do not like to mither me
[bother my] doctor. He’s got enough to do.” Another
example is that of a woman who suggested that there
was no support available for joint pain because of the
limited treatment options available, and she therefore
avoided the risk of annoying her doctor with “inappro-
priate” appointments:

I do not go to the doctor with everything. I do not. Because I
do not want the doctor to get fed up of me, anyway. I do not
want the doctor to think, “Oh, she’s here again.” I think I am
a bit sensitive of what the doctor might think: “Oh blimey [a
British expression of surprise or alarm], she’s here again.”

The perceptions that GPs were busy and time pressed
and should not be bothered by trivial complaints sug-
gested that the participants made a moral judgment call
when deciding to consult; however, this was additionally
contextualized by previous experiences of consultations
for joint pain. Thus, participants interpreted that they had
visited the doctor with a minor complaint for which few
treatment options were on offer.

chemist¹ about. He defined the expertise and time of the
GP to be much more valuable than that of the pharmacist:

The doctors are the experts. The chemists are very helpful in
a lot of ways; anything I’ve got which isn’t too serious, I do
not personally think is too serious, I will ask the chemist
about it, and if it is something that he cannot do anything
about or he cannot do without a prescription, he will tell me
to go and see the doctor, which is fair enough. I do not
believe in wasting the doctor’s time on trivial things when
somebody else can do it for you. Just a few questions, and
it’s done.

During the process of analysis, we compared how
themes related to one another conceptually and in terms
of temporality, sequence of events, and causality. The
themes we detail did not exist in isolation from one other
in relation to people’s accounts. We realized that the
themes detailed two concepts: utility and morality in
relation to consulting. Furthermore, we recognized that
collectively they revealed a series of intertwined, longi-
tudinal, and cumulative actions and events. In other
words, they painted a picture of individual agency set
among ongoing, interlinked social processes that
revealed a dynamic set of tensions which framed help
seeking. If these factors are taken together, we suggest
that the temporal interconnections between themes detail
how participants engaged in an ongoing process of defin-
ing the utility and moral worth of consulting.
would not necessarily consult. It has been argued that the explanation and meaning that patients give to their condition directly influences the relationships that the ill have with health care services (Biddle et al., 2007). Our analysis resonated with previous research; namely that chronic joint pain was normalized by relating it to aging (Sanders et al., 2002), and it was when pain was different (or out of the norm) and caused disruption that people considered consulting (Grime et al.).

We have previously reported that participants had often worked through a repertoire of existing self-management strategies (Morden et al., 2011; Ong et al., 2011). The exhaustion of patient-led effective strategies for ameliorating symptoms and disruption to everyday life seemed to be central in tipping the balance in favor of consulting (Calnan et al., 2007). However, consulting was a big decision for participants because they harbored concerns about wasting precious GP time, which confirmed previous findings (Mann & Gooberman-Hill, 2011). In some respects, this reflected Jinks and colleagues’ (2007) findings that people make social comparisons to determine the perceived seriousness and relative worth of illnesses; in turn, moral judgments about consulting appropriately are made.

In this case, participants considered GPs to be experts who should only be approached with serious problems. The ability to legitimate illness or disease (or otherwise) has helped to maintain the status and authority of doctors at a societal level (Jutel, 2009), with the GP in particular a powerful, readily acknowledged expert in and gatekeeper to treatment and diagnosis (Pilnick & Dingwall, 2011). In other words, the acknowledgment of medical expertise framed participants’ views about doctors as a social entity. Because participants considered the GP to be an expert, decisions were set against the idea that GP time was precious and not to be wasted.

Furthermore, McDonald and colleagues’ (2007) study highlighted macro sociopolitical factors that influenced why patients chose to consult. Rather than situate the debate against interactions between patients and GPs, they provided a Foucauldian analysis to suggest that people framed the decision to consult against contemporary discourses of choice and self-responsibility in an era of strained health care resources. Sitting alongside this concern was patients’ awareness that using scant resources deprived others of services. Thus, macro sociopolitical factors permeated help seeking and made it a moral and ethical endeavor of proving oneself to be an upstanding citizen by using health care only when absolutely necessary (McDonald et al.).

Service organization and long-term relationships with health care practitioners (and in this case GPs specifically) have influenced how people perceived and defined the meaning of chronic conditions, often shaping how people prioritized them; this has then affected future service utilization (Lawton, Peel, Parry, Araoz, & Douglas, 2005). One tentative interpretation of accounts might be that when people had decided to consult, GPs were either not aware of the NICE OA guidelines (NICE, 2008) or had not fully implemented them. However, this is a cautious interpretation because we did not have access to the GPs’ perspectives on consultations, but it would corroborate previous research (Mann & Gooberman-Hill, 2011; Porcheret et al., 2011). What is clear is that the outcome of consultations meant that patients thought that nothing could be done and accepted pain medications, or just got on with life despite their pain even though they considered it problematic. It seemed that many people opted for the latter situation.

In this instance, the encounters with GPs served to reinforce the interpretation that OA was an unimportant condition for which little could be done (Busby et al., 1997; Gignac et al., 2006; Jinks et al., 2007; Sanders et al., 2002) and which in turn reinforced people’s reluctance to consult for joint pain. In some cases this helped to damage the position of GPs in terms of being experts and reduced patients’ trust. However, for most participants the outcome of consultations had not disrupted the perception that GPs are experts; rather, they overlapped with how people perceived health care (and general practice in particular) to be hard pressed in terms of resources. In other words, GP advice that joint pain was related to “wear and tear” and “aging,” which might have been intended to provide reassurance (Donovan & Blake, 2000), was interpreted as meaning that nothing could be done. In turn, there was a reinforcement of patient perceptions that consulting experts should be reserved for serious problems (Jinks et al., 2007) to avoid placing unwarranted pressure on health care services (McDonald et al., 2007).

Some of our findings resonated with previous research into consulting for joint pain (Busby et al., 1997; Gignac et al., 2006; Grime et al., 2010; Jinks et al., 2007; Mann & Gooberman-Hill, 2011; Sanders et al., 2002); however, much of this corpus of literature (Sanders et al. aside) has not offered a cogent theoretical perspective to explain people’s actions. We acknowledge that behavioral models for understanding patient help seeking exist (Anderson, 1995), but they have been critiqued for being static and linear and based on using predictive sociodemographic variables (Biddle et al., 2007; Pescosolido, Gardner, & Lubell, 1998). Sociologists have argued that help seeking and illness actions are a process rather than being static or linear (Biddle et al.; Calnan et al., 2007), and thus feature cyclical stages that are likely to be repeated.

We suggest that help seeking for OA features interplay between individual meaning making, knowledge from social relationships, relationships with health services,
and wider sociopolitical discourses. Thus, we infer from our findings and existing theory that people’s decision making about joint pain consultations is a dynamic, interwoven process of defining the utility and moral worth of consulting. Accordingly, we offer a theoretical framework for understanding this process (see Figure 1). In summary, help seeking for OA is a process that features a series of ongoing negotiations and assessments. These have to be understood and taken into account when exploring illness actions and help seeking.

Self-management is an activity that features a mix of lay activities and recursive use of services for support, additional treatments, and advice. Therefore, it is important that services are responsive to patient needs (Kennedy et al., 2007). Thus, although it is necessary to understand patients’ existing self-management strategies and their likely support needs (Morden et al., 2011; Ong et al., 2011), we contend that understanding help seeking to be a discrete but complementary issue is also important. This is because it has implications for clinical practice and the promotion of self-management support if and when patients need help from health care.

In the case of OA, set against clinical recommendations to provide supported self-management, recognition is needed that past consultations and the existing sociopolitical context are likely to influence future consultation behavior and expectations. This then has a bearing on initial attempts to change current practice and how clinicians describe, diagnose, and treat joint pain (Porcheret et al., 2011). Failing to maintain congruence for the patient could be detrimental to the outcomes of consultations (Grime et al., 2010); but equally, leaving the patient with the idea that little can be done and that the pain is unimportant could have deleterious future consequences. Thus, joint pain consultations need to be carefully managed by GPs.

Accordingly, we recommend that GPs thoroughly discuss treatment options and self-management—for example weight-loss strategies and structured exercise—where necessary; avoid using terminology such as “wear and tear” and ascribing joint pain to getting older; and work to ensure that patients think that their complaint is valid and important (Steinhaug & Malterud, 2002). Additions to guidelines that emphasize the impact of the above on patients might be of benefit to GPs and patient care. Equally, recognition is needed that current United Kingdom policies and health care organization might restrict the ability of GPs to act on such recommendations. This is because the current United Kingdom system is geared toward time-limited consultations and quality-measurement systems that do not feature musculoskeletal conditions (Steel, Maisey, Clark, Fleetcroft, & Howe, 2007). A broader focus that takes health care context into account is required to address such issues.

Our study has limitations that must be acknowledged. The first is that we did not possess GPs’ accounts of consultations and thus were reliant on patients’

---

Figure 1. Theoretical model: The process of defining the utility and moral worth of consulting.

Note. HCP = health care providers; GP = general practitioner.
interpretations of events. Because we could not include the GPs’ accounts and interpretations of consultations, we recognize that accounts of interactions were partial and restricted to the meaning that patients placed on them. The second limitation relates to the constraints on funding and resources. This limited our ability to undertake theoretical sampling and recruit additional participants to explore findings in more detail. In particular, we could not obtain detailed data from ethnic minority groups, people who were aged between 45 and 55 years, or those who were, epidemiologically speaking, at the younger end of the population that encounters joint pain (NICE, 2008). This potentially obscured cultural and intergenerational factors, which might need to be explored and accounted for. However, we contend that the findings provide a theoretical framework that provides “conceptual generalizability” (Green & Thorogood, 2004, p. 197) which can be tested in future research on joint pain or other conditions.

Conclusion
This study’s findings highlight the dynamic interplay between how people contextualize illness in micro settings, the influence of interactions with health care services on illness actions, the continued understanding that GPs are holders of expert knowledge and authority, and the macro sociopolitical factors and associated morality concerns that play a role in people’s decisions to seek help. Previous attempts to understand illness actions have tended to focus on one or two of these factors. Optimizing the outcomes of consultations and self-management requires an understanding of how people balance the utility and moral worth of consulting and the complexities of why patients seek help.
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Note
1. In the United Kingdom the term chemist is a colloquialism for pharmacist.
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